The COVID-19 Data Exchange Platform of the German University Medicine
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Abstract. COVID-19 has challenged the healthcare systems worldwide. To quickly identify successful diagnostic and therapeutic approaches large data sharing approaches are inevitable. Though organizational clinical data are abundant, many of
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them are available only in isolated silos and largely inaccessible to external researchers. To overcome and tackle this challenge the university medicine network (comprising all 36 German university hospitals) has been founded in April 2020 to coordinate COVID-19 action plans, diagnostic and therapeutic strategies and collaborative research activities. 13 projects were initiated from which the CODEX project, aiming at the development of a Germany-wide Covid-19 Data Exchange Platform, is presented in this publication. We illustrate the conceptual design, the stepwise development and deployment, first results and the current status.
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1. Introduction

Real world data analysis in medicine today relies on the availability of clinical data collected during clinical care processes [1]. The harnessing and cross-consortial use of such data is one of the major goals of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)-funded Medical Informatics Initiative (MII) and its four consortia [2]. The collection, exchange and joint analysis of diverse data referring to COVID-19 patients has been an important method of the network university medicine (NUM) that has been founded in April 2020 to understand and manage the COVID-19 pandemic in Germany. As one NUM project, the COVID-19 Data Exchange Platform CODEX has been designed and implemented by the MII partners to enable all university hospitals in Germany to harmonize, share and analyze COVID-19 real world data.

The objective of this publication is to describe the project’s conceptual approach, the stepwise development and deployment, first results and the current CODEX status.

2. Methods

To quickly initiate the CODEX project [3] most of the German university hospitals built on the data integration centers, governance, and methods established within the MII. CODEX brings together the competencies and previous work of more than 15 university hospitals and industrial partners making the results of their work available to the scientific community as open-source software. Further design principles were vendor neutrality and open application programming interfaces.

A first coordinated step within NUM was the interdisciplinary definition and specification of the FHIR-based GECCO (German Corona Consensus Dataset) dataset [4], with data elements and response options being semantically mapped to e.g., SNOMED CT and LOINC for international comparability. To quickly provide a harmonized deployable data repository environment we started with distributed i2b2 repositories, which had already proven their capabilities within MIRACUM [5] and a cross-consortial MII demonstrator study [6]. It was also decided to further build on the already established MII concepts, with federated data collection within routine clinical care environments, thus providing federated analysis options, but extend this with a central platform (similar to the N3C collaborative [8]; based on results from the MII HiGHmed consortium [7]). This enabled linkage with for example COVID-19 data from citizen apps. The implementation of a federated Trusted Third Party (fTTP) [9] enables cross-institutional as well as privacy-preserving record linkage (PPRL) and assures
compliance with the requirements of the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Ethics approval for data transfer to the central CODEX platform was given amongst others by the Erlangen University Ethics Committee (No. 500_20 B; R. Maas).

3. Results

3.1 The decentral CODEX nodes

Local data integration centers (DICs) at each of the university hospitals provide core data infrastructure for routine clinical care data extraction, harmonization, and integration. Based on these, CODEX implemented ‘CODEX nodes’ – harmonized local software infrastructures for providing the GECCO data. The nodes rely on a set of centrally provided software components, which had to be combined and integrated into the local IT infrastructures. The core components comprise:

- an i2b2 repository with patient demographics, diagnosis, and procedures as well as ETL processes to fill it from standardized German billing data records
- a FHIR server to provide the GECCO dataset
- the Trusted Third Party components to support local pseudonymization (gPAS®), record linkage (E-PIX®), consent management (gICS®), local provisioning of standardized FHIR consent resources and support for a FHIR-based linkage to the federated Trusted Third Party (fTTP) [9]
- the ‘feasibility triangle’, named after its three components, providing (1) a FHIR Server, (2) FHIR Search, respectively CQL, execution environments and (3) a middleware for secure linkage with the central feasibility user interface
- the FHIR and business process engine (BPE) servers of the HiGHmed Data Sharing Framework (DSF) [10] enable secure transport of GECCO datasets between local nodes and the central platform.
- an EDC system (e.g., REDCap [11]) to capture GECCO data which were not yet part of the electronic documentation at the German University Hospitals
- the ODM2FHIR converter to transform standardized EDC system exports in ODM format to the GECCO FHIR profile.

These components were developed, adapted, and pre-configured by consortium members and provided to all partners within the network together with templates for the required documentation (e.g., data protection concepts, IT security documentation) to accelerate its use in the highly regulated clinical environment. The development and deployment of these components were tightly coordinated through a series of weekly video conferences.

3.2 The central CODEX platform components

The central CODEX platform extends the federated analysis capabilities of the CODEX nodes, with the possibility of linking patient data across institutions and providing data usage for specific research projects. This is implemented by the following components:

- the central research data platform is based on EHRbase, an open-source software backend for electronic health records based on OpenEHR [12].
the platform is provided through a central portal enabling cohort selection and data export requests to answer specific research questions.

- **the DSF-based GECCO Transfer Hub** acts as a gatekeeper and orchestrates the transfer of data from the CODEX nodes to the central research data platform including a pseudonym exchange using the fTTP.
- **a federated Trusted Third Party (fTTP)** performs privacy-preserving record linkage and pseudonymization for the central platform during the data transfer process. The functionality is implemented using the open-source tools of the Trusted Third Party Greifswald [9].
- **a CODEX Dashboard** continuously provides anonymized information on the total number of patients with COVID-19 infection, level of care, length of stay in intensive care as well as age and gender [13]. Most recently, a MII core dataset FHIR specification compliant open-source processing engine to feed the dashboard from local FHIR stores has been provided.

A central **Data Use & Access Committee** reviews requests for data usage.

### 3.3 First CODEX-based research results

Based on the i2b2 deployments provided in early summer 2020 first research questions could be answered. These were for example:

- How did university hospital patient numbers change during the first German COVID-19 lockdown (data from 14 German university hospitals)? [14]
- What was the lethality of COVID-19 patients in the first half year of the pandemic in association with clinical risk factors (data from 18 German university hospitals)? [15]
- Was there an observable shift of radiotherapy use during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic (data from 14 German university hospitals)? [16]

Some of the university hospitals leveraged their i2b2 implementations and participated in the international consortium (4CE) of 96 hospitals across five countries (www.covidclinical.net) which aimed to use the largely untapped resource of EHR data to address critical clinical questions about COVID-19 [17].

### 4. Discussion and outlook

During a short project period a very comprehensive data sharing platform was established across all German university hospitals. The technical implementation, despite its complexity and the widely distributed developer team, could be smoothly established. Towards this end, the project nicely illustrates how integrating the different competencies from the whole university hospital landscape of Germany leads to synergies for an efficient joint data sharing platform development. However, it also illustrated the socio-technical hurdles within bureaucratic environments. The regulatory aspects (e.g., data provisioning contracts between the central platform and all university hospitals, obtaining positive ethics votes for the MII broad consent text extended with the data transfer aspects to the CODEX central platform), proved to be much more challenging. Thus, we could, by the end of 2021, provide more than 17,000 GECCO records within the distributed DIC repositories. To enable their research use local data
use and access committees had authorized provision of their data for the above mentioned federated data analysis projects. Positive ethics votes for transferring data to the central platform, in many hospitals however, could only be obtained very late in the project. Thus, the consent for central data transfer currently only exists for about 350 patients.

Based on the collaboration culture and joint infrastructure established in CODEX in 2021, two follow up projects have been initiated in 2022. The CODEX Routine Data Platform will ascertain sustainability of the established infrastructure by addressing both governance and maintenance tasks and providing deeper integration with MII structures. Starting in 2023 it will be extended to cover the complete MII core dataset. The CODEX+ project extends the achieved results in various directions, including interfacing more deeply with infrastructures previously developed in MII use cases, broadening the data to be included in the platform and linking with international projects.
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